To
M/s Arcon,
Vill.- Gohal Bari,
PO-Kuli, PS-Farakka,
Distt.- Murshidanbad,
Weest Bengal- 742233
Mo. No.- 09735121099.

Sub: Debarment from participation of any tender at RTPS, DVC for a period of one (01) year.

Ref.: 1. Our NIT No. RTPS/C&M[322]/T-SMP/ 1436 Dated:06.06.2017

Dear Sir,

The work order and certificate at the reference above as submitted by you, for Qualifying Requirement criteria as mentioned in your NIT are found to be fake/false/tampered. A Show Cause notice vide letter under ref (4) was also served to you giving required time frame for your representation, and the reply submitted by you has not been found satisfactory as per the constituted committee.

Consequent upon the above, you are hereby debarred from participation in tenders at RTPS for a period of one (01) year from the date of issuance of this order and your EMD amount submitted against the referred NIT is also forfeited as a penalty against submission of fake/false/tampered documents. You are also warned to refrain from adopting such type of dishonest practices in future.

[This order is issued as per recommendation committee dated 07.12.2017 and with approval of CE-I & HOP, RTPS.]

( P C Sahu)
Superintending Engineer (C&M)
RTPS, DVC

List of copy & distribution as per Annexure-A.
Annexure-A

Copy to:
1. The Executive Director (C&M), DVC, DVC HQ, Kolkata
2. The Chief Engineer (O&M), RTPS, DVC
3. The Dy. Chief Engineer- Shri B Dhol, RTPS, DVC
4. The DGM (Fin.), RTPS, DVC
5. The DGM (HR), RTPS, DVC
6. The Dy. Chief Engineer (C&M), RTPS, DVC
7. The Dy. Chief Engineer (Opn.), RTPS, DVC
8. The Sr. Addl. Director (HR), RTPS, DVC
9. The Dy. Manager (Vigilance), RTPS, DVC
10. The Dy. Commndt., CISF, RTPS, DVC
11. The RAO, DVC

Distribution:
1. The CMM, DVC, DVC HQ, Kolkata
2. The Chief Engineer & HOP, DTPS, DVC
3. The Chief Engineer & HOP, DTPS, DVC
4. The Chief Engineer & HOP, DTPS, DVC
5. The Chief Engineer & HOP, DTPS, DVC
6. The Chief Engineer & HOP, DTPS, DVC
7. The Chief Engineer & HOP, DTPS, DVC
8. The SE (Tech) /The SE (C&M), DTPS, DVC
9. The SE (Tech) /The SE (C&M), DTPS, DVC
10. The SE (Tech) /The SE (C&M), DTPS, DVC
11. The SE (Tech) /The SE (C&M), DTPS, DVC
12. The SE (Tech) /The SE (C&M), DTPS, DVC
13. The SE (Tech) /The SE (C&M), DTPS, DVC
14. The SE (IT Cell), DVC Towers, DVC, Kolkata- for hoisting in DVC website please.
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